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Abstract- We can see every day web sites are increasing and it is the major problem of web site designing. We can
undoubtedly acknowledge how to sites are individually utilized, how we can explore the site, and what number of clients
and how much time utilize the site. This is done only through Web Uses Mining. Information hotspots for our web mining
reason for existing are customer side treats, web server log, software agent and so on. This paper presents, how web
server log information is preprocesses, which incorporates Data cleaning, user identification and Sessionization, path
compilation. Once the data is preprocessed it is utilized for finding some useful patterns.
Keywords – Web usage mining, data preprocessing, data cleaning, and user identification.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is an archive of site pages that gives the part of data to the web clients. For web clients the data
accessible on web has turned into a fundamental source. On account of these reasons, there is expanding
development and many-sided quality of sites accessible on web, the measure of web is vast. A site is the connection
the client to organization. The organizations can think about guest's exercises through web examination, and
discover the examples. Web mining is comprehensively characterized as finding and investigation of helpful data
from the Internet. Web mining partitioned into three sections: Web content Mining, Web structure mining and Web
Uses Mining. [5] Web Substance Mining can be as the programmed pursuit and extraction of data and assets
accessible from number of locales and on-line databases however web indexes or web arachnids. Web Uses Mining
can be as the revelation and examination of access examples of client, through the mining of log documents. The
yield of the WUM can be utilized as a part of web personalization, enhancing the framework execution, website
adjustment, utilization portrayal and so on.[4] Web log record is a server log document which is a fundamental
information sources in Web utilization mining, in which it contain - get to logs of the web server.. The imperative
assignment in the WUM is data Preprocessing stage. [9] It comprises of data cleaning, user identification, session
identification and path compilation. [3][10]
II. WEB USAGE MINING
Web usage mining is an area of research where Web logs are evaluated and mined to predict user’s navigation
behavior.[7] Basic techniques of web log mining are association rule mining, clustering, classification etc. are used
to discover useful patterns from Web logs. [9][5]
• Collect the log data
• Preprocessing of log data such as data cleaning, User identification, Session
Identification, path completion etc
• Log data analysis to discover the useful pattern.
• Discovered patterns evaluation.
• Observance the assessment of discovered patterns.
Different methods of data preprocessing
Data cleaning
User identification
Session identification
Path Completion

III. PREPROCESSING OF WEB USAGE DATA
For the most part in the web uses mining, the preprocessing [4] is considered as an essential advance of web data. As
it was recommended in referred paper [1], in the preprocessing incomplete, noisy and fragmented information can
expel from data base. Today's, it isn't conceivable to discover great quality information and there is no better result
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for mining the greatness information. However, the quality choices rely upon quality information. The copy or
missing information may make erroneous result. [11] that is way preprocessing undertaking is mandatory for web
log data. [1]
3.1 Data cleaning
Data cleaning [12] is the essential advance for weblog data preprocessing. In the wake of gathering the data, wrong
records are expelled from the web log data. Data cleaning is the way toward evacuating the noisy and unessential
data which are not expected to the way toward mining. [1] [6]
3.2 User and Session Identification
In the web log, different user sessions can be perceived by user and session identification. [8] Session identification
is the strategy for isolating the individual client gets to sign into sessions. [6][14][15]
3.3 Data Collection
We are using raw web log data file from the data repository at http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/NASA-HTTP.html.
Blow screen shot shows a raw web log file and it is used for our mining process.

Fig1 Raw web log data
3.4 Implementation work
Our approach that can be given with the help of block diagram –

Raw
web log
data

Data Preprocessing

Data Cleaning

User Identification

Session
Identification

Preprocessed file

3.5 Data Cleaning
The initial step of data preprocessing is expelling unnecessary requests from the log records. For the most part, this
procedure expels demands, for example, pictures, multimedia documents, page style records, HTTP errors and so
forth.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm implemented in java jdk1.7.0. Data Cleaning is proposed to remove inappropriate and
missing data from web log files because such data have no use in our analysis. Algorithm also removes failed error
status code and eliminates them from further analysis.
Algorithm 1:
Data Cleaning
Input: Raw Log File
Output: cleaned Log file
Algorithm for data cleaning:
Data Cleaning
Info: Log Record Yield:
Cleaned Log Table Algorithm:
1) Open a Log record file
2) Make a table to store log information
3) Open Log Record file
4) Read all fields contain in Log Record
5) For each record in Log Table
On the off chance that (status code='200' and Method='Get')
{
Evacuate fields where '.jpg' or '.jpeg' or '.gif' or '.png' or 'robot.txt' or '.css')
}
Next Record End

Fig2 Java code for data cleaning

Fig3 Cleaned web log data
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IV. USER IDENTIFICATION
After data cleaning we can identifies the user from the database table. [2] In our approach a user is identified as
follows:
We can use some information about IP address and client: User’s browser and operating system versions are logged
into User agent field. The following algorithm identifies a unique user. [6][8]
Input: Cleaned web log file
Output: Total unique user
Start
For every entry in log file
If (distinct IP)
New User
Else
Distinct user agent
New user
End

Fig 4 Java code for user Identification

Fig 5 User Identification
For the analysis we use matlab software for performing k-means clustering to identifies the group and we found:
[cidx3,cmeans3,sumd3] = kmeans(meas,2,'replicates',5,'display','final');
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Group of same user and distinct user matlab window

Table 1: Processed log Dataset
Label
Total records
After data cleaning
Total User
Same user
Distinct User

Processed Value
1727
380
128
71
56

Fig 7 Unique Users Identified as of the cleaned web log file
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have talked about data cleaning and distinct user identification procedure to improve the real
advance of web log mining, Through user identification we can likewise discover distinct user in light of their went
to session time. These procedures create more exact outcome. After total the preprocessing assignment we can
without much of a stretch customized sites, build up the outline of Website pages. Future work is this we can done
whole procedure of WUM. An entire technique covering, for example, pattern discovery and pattern analysis can be
executed on preprocessed data.
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